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VIENNACONTEMPORARY 2019 
SOPHIE HIRSCH | MARTINA STECKHOLZER 

Inauguration: 26/09/2019 , 4-8 pm 
From 27/09 to 29/09/2019 

In collaboration with curator Sabine Gamper, Galleria Doris Ghetta is presenting at Vienna 
Contemporary paintings and sculptures by the artists Martina Steckholzer (who was born in in 1974 
in Vipiteno, Italy and lives and works in Vienna) and Sophie Hirsch (who was born in 1986 in 
Vienna, where she lives and works in Vienna). Their works are the result of  passionate studies of  
the human body and the space that surrounds it. We believe that it is important – especially at this 
moment in time – to consolidate the importance of  the female eye for new concepts of  corporality. 

Martina Steckholzer’s painting is empirical, deconstructive and, at once, poetical. In her large-scale 
geometrical compositions, she is inspired by exhibition stagings, set designs and actual debating 
spaces. Her ‘A Lent’ (240×140 cm, 2018) reflects an actual exhibition experience, while her paintings 
deconstruct and reduce, generate and abstract from space using the most minimal device available in 
painting: namely the colour black. What emerges are fragile states of  space and perception, at once a 
stage and a documentary record of  the spaces of  memory. Emerging simultaneously in Martina 
Steckholzer’s work is a new type of  affirmative institutional criticism. 
Two new sets of  works on paper – ‘A Chat (19.5×19.5 cm) and ‘Un Jeu de Paume’ (22×21cm) – 
continue her experience, which extends from the documentary world to that of  poetry and painting. 
They consist of  sinister, troubling watercolour portraits in which the artist applies dark pigments 
directly to the paper. In contrast with empty spatial representations, in these significant sets of  
small-scale paintings, the body asserts itself  as the point at issue. The artist, in fact, is fascinated by 
themes such as death and vulnerability, the unknown and evil. Her latest collection draws inspiration 
from the actual cinematic biography of  the philosopher Judith Butler, in which she visits a Cindy 
Sherman exhibition. Here Butler’s concept of  vulnerability and the American photographer’s stills 
converge thematically in the watercolours of  ‘Un Jeu de Paume’.   
For some time now the artist has also been explaining her visual inspirations in words. Hence 
‘Found-Footage’ becomes a sort of  documentary poem in tune with her pictorial production.  

In her latest large-scale papier-mâché works, Sophie Hirsch continues to explore the connection 
between the human body and sculpture. Through complex allusions, she develops an abstract 
sculptural language by studying themes such as materiality and surface, statics and dynamic, structure 
and balance, stability and fragility. The artist reveals the body’s precarious stability and movement 
system, creating an absurd dynamic in which its is the the body itself  that comes across as a mobile, 
plastic unit.  
Sophie Hirsch sculptures rise in space like poetic signs and their multiple allusions to the human 
body give rise to an extended, complex discourse.  

The energy-charged forms and compositions of  Martina Steckholzer and Sophie Hirsch are abstract 
representations of  experience and should be interpreted as corporeal presences in a spatial context.  
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Sophie Hirsch was born in 1986 in Vienna, where she lives and works.   
From 2004 to 2006 she studied photography and sculpture at the School of  the Art Institute in 
Chicago, and, from 2006 to 2011, sculpture and multimedia at the Akademie für angewandte Kunst, 
Vienna. 

Martina Steckholzer was born in Vipiteno, Italy, in 1974 and now lives and works in Vienna 
She studies at the Akademie der bildenden Künste in Vienna under professors Damisch and Heimo 
Zobering. 
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